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"70% of Buildings at Deraa, Handarat, and Sbeina Camps are 

destroyed, and 40% of Buildings at Yarmouk are Affected" 

 
 

 

 The Regular Army Continues to Target the Only Road at Khan Al Shieh 

Camp with Heavy Machine Guns 

 Clashes Renew between ISIS and Nusra in the Yarmouk Camp in Damascus 

 The Syrian Security still Detain an Entire Family for Three Years 

 Daffini 3 Campaign Continues to Provide Aids for A Number of Palestinian 

Syrian Families in Turkey 
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Recent Updates 

Witnesses estimated that more than 70% of buildings in Deraa Camp's at 

Deraa province, southern Syria are completely destroyed by the Syrian 

aircraft raids and explosive barrels, which led to the displacement of 

thousands of refugees from the camp towards the neighboring areas or 

outside Syria. 

In the suburb of the capital Damascus, witnesses estimates indicate that 

more than 80% of buildings in Sbeina camp are almost completely 

destroyed specifically the area extended from Moaaz Bin Jabal mosque 

till the Kurds bakery, which forms the western entrance of the camp. 

 

Meanwhile, the regular army and some affiliated Palestinian groups 

continue to prevent residents of Sbeina camp to return to their homes for 

928 days, after being forced to leave because of the violent clashes 

between the regular army and groups of armed opposition, which ended 

with the regular army full control over the camp. 

In northern Syria, it is estimated that more than 70% of buildings in 

Handarat camp are completely and partly destroyed because of rockets 

and explosive barrels that targeted the camp under the pretext of the 
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existence of armed opposition groups, while the Palestinian refugees, 

who were displaced from Handarat camp are still suffering, where they 

have been displaced from their homes after the Syrian armed opposition 

controlled the camp. 

In the Yarmouk camp south of the capital Damascus, it is estimated that 

about 40% of the buildings have been fully or partially damaged by the 

war machine, where witnesses confirms that the area in the beginning of 

the camp is the worst affected areas being the confrontations area 

between the Syrian regime and the armed opposition groups. In addition, 

the regular army and the General command groups still imposing siege 

on the camp and prevent the introduction of medicines and medical 

supplies, and they cut electricity and water. 

It should be noted that other Palestinian camps and compounds have 

been exposed to explosive barrels, artillery shells, and rockets, which left 

considerable damage in homes and casualties, including children and 

women. 

According to activists, the regiment 137 forces of the Syrian regime 

targeted Zakya – Khan Al Shieh road with heavy machine guns. This road 

is the only road that provides residents of Khan Al Shieh camp with 

essential supplies and materials, while all roads leading to the camp are 

closed, forcing residents to go through Zakya in spite of high seriousness. 

This comes amid increasing suffering experienced by residents of the 

camp due to the continuation of the regular army checkpoints to 

preventing the cross of civilian and goods cars, resulting in a worsening 

of living crisis, especially with regard to medical services.  
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In the south of Damascus, our correspondent in Yarmouk confirmed that 

clashes broke out between ISIS and Nusra near Ja'una Street, where 

members of Nusra repel an attack by ISIS groups in order to break into 

the place. 

The clashes between the two groups had erupted early April of this year, 

after ISIS attempted to impose full control over the areas controlled by 

Nusra, while the latter had facilitated ISIS to break into the camp in the 

beginning of April last year, where ISIS groups seized control of large 

sections of the camp. 

 

In a different context, Syrian security services arrested several 

Palestinian families and keep reticent about their fate, including the 

family of "Mawloud Khaled al-Abdullah," where the Syrian regime 

members arrested all the family on 07/27/2013 from the Regime's 

checkpoint at Nisreen Street in Al Tadamon neighborhood adjacent to 

Yarmouk camp. The family members are:. 

Father, Mawloud Khaled al-Abdullah, 73-year-old heart patient, mother, 

Thiba Al-Ahmad, 65-year-old patient with diabetes, Ilham Mawloud al-

Abdullah 48-year-old, Enam Mawloud al-Abdullah, 33-year-old, "Yasmin 
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Mawloud al-Abdullah, 39-year-old, Ubada  Abdullah" six years, the son 

of Yasmin." 

 

There were unconfirmed reports that the families that have been arrested 

from Al Tadamon neighborhood being held by a member of the pro-

Syrian regime People's Committees, and other news confirmed they are 

held in a Syrian security branch in Damascus, while until now the fate of 

these families is unknown. 

Turning to Turkey, the Islamic Society of aid orphans and the needy 

distributed many urgent financial aids to some Palestinian Syrian 

families in Turkey in the framework of its campaign that was launched 

under the title "Daffini 3."  The Society distributed aid to 30 families in 

Nezb, 24 families in Urfa, 53 families in the border town of Kells, and 53 

families in the city of Gaziantep. 

It is noteworthy that the number of Palestinian Syrian refugees in Turkey 

is estimated, according to unofficial statistics, between 6000-8000 

refugees scattered between Istanbul and the provinces of central and 

southern Turkey. 
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Palestinians of Syria; Numbers and Statistics till 25\05\2016: 

 15500 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Jordan 

 42.500 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Lebanon 

 6000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Egypt, according to the 

UNRWA statistics till July 2015 

 8000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Turkey 

 1000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Gaza 

 More than 71.2 thousand Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached 

Europe till the End of December 2015 

 The Yarmouk Camp: siege, imposed by the Regular Army and PFGC 

groups, continued for 1075 consecutive days. Power cut continued for 

more than 1136 days, water was cut for 625 days respectively. The 

number of siege victims is 187. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 929 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - All Residents have left the camp for about 1120 

days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 782 days without water and almost 

70% of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs and 

Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road. 

 


